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Homework 3. Identifying Bacteria



Name:



Date:



1. Answer the following questions. a. Which organism is not included in Domain Archea? i. Streptococus ii. Methanogens iii. Halophilic bacteria iv. Thermoacidophilic bacteria b. Mycobacterium tuberculosis oxidizes substrates in the presence of oxygen to obtain energy, what type of bacteria regarding to metabolism is this one? ____________________________ c. Nitrogen fixing bacteria use chemical substrates to make their own food and produce ammonia as a by-product to make it available for other organisms, what type of bacterial regarding nutrition are they? ___________________________________________________ d. What makes eubacteria pathogenic? ____________________________________________ e. You have just been named a contestant on the reality show Fear Factor. Your first challenge is to swallow microbes. Which one would be the most dangerous to swallow? i. Thermoacidophilic bacteria ii. Halophilic bacteria iii. Bacteria that secretes enterotoxins. iv. Thermophilic bacteria



Homework 3. Identifying Bacteria 2. Solve the following study case. You are currently working at a hospital and a patient comes to you with a noreseeding fever and shivering, strong cough, running nose, shortness of breath, chest pain that fluctuates with breathing, muscular pain and fatigue. However, the patient tells you that these symptoms have lasted for a couple of weeks and they are getting worst as the time goes by. For you to give the right treatment, you ask for a sputum sample analysis to help you with the accurate diagnosis of the disease. Four days later, you receive the following picture showing the organisms found in the sputum sample. Answer the following questions using the following table to give a proper diagnosis and treatment:



Bacteria Pseudomona aeruginosa Serratia Mercences Streptococcus Pneumonie Virus Influenza virus



a. Name of the microbe: b. Name of the disease: c. Domain: d. Kingdom: e. Morphology:



Microbes causing flu/pneumonia Gram Staining Morphology Rod-like; occur in pairs or short chains Rod-like



Related Disease Pneumonia Pneumonia



+



Spherical



Pneumonia



Genetic material RNA virus



Morphology Spherical



Related disease flu
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Virus. Genetic material. Morphology. Related disease. Influenza virus. RNA virus. Spherical flu a. Name of the microbe: b. Name of the disease: c. Domain: d. 
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May 14, 2015 - (Integer) Number indicating scheduling algorithm. 27 int policy;. 28. // Enum values for policy. 29 const short FCFS=0, SJF=1, PRIOR=2, RR=3;.
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Question 3. As you have learnt, a number of hosts using Ethernet, share a single channel and each collision decreases throughput. If hosts on a 6-host 10Mbps 80m Ethernet LAN send frames 64byte long, a. what is the scenario that maximizes throughput 
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Returned: Friday, March 25, 2016. 1. Growth of structure with neutrinos. [30 points; 5 points each]. In most of our studies of the matter-dominated era in class, we ...
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